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Across

3. Look _____________.

7. Get the big _____.

8. Avoid driving in _______ weather.

9. Always have a/an _______ in the 

vehicle.

10. Keep a positive ______.

13. When driving always turn on your 

_______.

20. The _____ should be inspected.

23. In poor weather conditions _____ 

your speed.

25. Use this to establish eye contact.

26. Always follow road ______.

29. ____ yourself an out.

31. Always perform a/an _________ 

inspection.

32. Keep your ____ moving.

33. Number of seconds to delay after the 

car ahead starts to move.

35. Maintain proper ______ pressure.

36. 2-4 seconds is your ______ time.

37. There are ____ seeing hazards.

40. Don't drive on a/an ______ tank.

41. Driving to prevent accidents in spite 

of adverse conditions or the incorrect 

actions of others.

Down

1. Check you _____ every 5-8 seconds.

2. Never use a/an _____.

4. Make a ____ glance over your 

shoulder.

5. Don't abuse your____.

6. Scan ____ cars and back up carefully.

11. Tire pressure is measured in this 

unit.

12. Use this when changing lanes or 

direction.

14. Pick a point of _____ at traffic lights.

15. Check _____-to-Ground reference.

16. ____ when you see someone being 

unsafe.

17. Always obey the speed _____.

18. Number of rules for backing.

19. Pull over for _____ vehicles.

21. Sound your _____ before backing.

22. Hazards of ____ and in-plant driving.

24. Maintain _____ visibility.

27. Check instruments and _____.

28. Make sure they ____ you.

30. Always wear a _______.

34. Aim ____ in steering.

38. Stay _____.

39. ______ your registration yearly.


